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Abstract

Although several analytical models have been proposed 
in the literature for different interconnection networks with 

deterministic routing, very few of them have considered the 

effects of virtual channel multiplexing on network perform-
ance. This paper proposes a new analytical model to 

compute message latency in a general n-dimensional torus 

network with an arbitrary number of virtual channels per 
physical channel. Unlike the previous models proposed for 

toroidal-based networks, this model uses a combinatorial 
approach to consider all different possible cases for the 

source-destination pairs, thus resulting in an accurate 

prediction. The results obtained from simulation experim-
ents confirm that the proposed model exhibits a high 

degree of accuracy for various network sizes, under 

different operating conditions, compared to a similar model 
proposed very recently [16], which considers virtual 

channel utilization in the k-ary n-cube network. 

1. Introduction 

Topology, routing algorithm and switching method are 

the most important factors determining the performance of 

an interconnection network. Practical multicomputers have 

widely employed torus networks for low latency high-

bandwidth inter-processor communication [9].  

Owning to its low buffer size, wormhole switching has 

been widely employed in multicomputers. Another advent-

age of wormhole routing is that, in the absence of blocking, 

message latency is almost independent of the distance bet-

ween source and destination. In this switching technique, 

messages are broken into flits, each of a few bytes, for tran-

smission and flow control. The header flit, containing rou-

ting information, is used to govern routing and the remain-

ing data flits follow in a pipelined fashion. If the header is 

blocked, the other flits are blocked in situ. The advantage 

of this technique is that it reduces the impact of message 

distance on the latency under light traffic. Yet, as network 

traffic increases, messages may experience large delays to 

cross the network due to the chain of blocked channels [15]. 

To overcome this, the flit buffers associated with a given 

physical channel are organised into several virtual channels 

[7], each representing a “logical” channel with its own buf-

fer and flow control logic. Virtual channels are allocated 

independently to different messages and compete with each 

other for the physical bandwidth. This decoupling allows 

messages to bypass each other in the event of blocking, 

using network bandwidth that would otherwise be wasted. 

Routing algorithms establish the path between the source 

and destination of a massage. Routing can be deterministic 

or adaptive. With adaptive routing, the path taken by a 

message is affected by the traffic on network channels. In 

deterministic routing, messages with the same source and 

destination always traverse the same path. This form of 

routing results in a simpler router implementation [10] and 

has been used in many practical multicomputers.  

Simulation is an approach to evaluate the performance 

of an interconnection network for a specific configuration. 

But, depending on the complexity of the interconnection 

network and resources available, this technique may be too 

time-consuming to perform. Another approach is utilization 

of an analytical model of the system. An appropriate analy-

tical model can predict the performance of a specific interc-

onnection network structure in a fraction of the time simul-

ation would take. Thus, it is justified to be in pursuit of 

accurate analytical models for the performance of different 

network topologies.  

Analytical models of networks base on wormhole switc-

hing and deterministic routing have been reported in the 

past [1-4, 6, 8, 11, 12, 14, 17]. There have however been few 

models reported in the literature that have considered the 

performance of such networks with any number of virtual 

channels per physical channel. Of these models, only [16]

captures the effect of virtual channel multiplexing on 

dimension-order routing for any number of virtual channels 

per physical channel. The model proposed by Draper and 

Ghosh [8] considers only the use of a minimum requirem-

ent of virtual channels (2 virtual channels) to ensure deadl-

ock freedom according to the methodology proposed in [5], 

and cannot deal with any arbitrary number of virtual chan-

nels. When the number of virtual channels is large (> 2), 
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however, the effect of virtual channels on network perfor-

mance cannot be ignored since this can cause the analytical 

model to produce inaccurate predictions of message laten-

cy, especially when the network operates under heavy traf-

fic loads. This is because the multiplexing of virtual chann-

els increases the latency seen by an individual message ins-

ide the network as virtual channels share the bandwidth of

the physical channel in a multiplexed manner. The model,

proposed very recently in [16], uses a different approach

and has the main advantage of being simpler to derive than

the existing models including Draper & Ghosh's model [8].

Moreover, the model can support both unidirectional and

bidirectional k-ary n-cubes with any number of virtual

channels. However, the accuracy of the model is its main

drawback especially near the high traffic region.

In this paper, a new combinatorial performance model is

proposed for dimension-order routing in which all the pote-

ntial source-destination node pairs of messages are consid-

red. Thus, the proposed model, while keeping all the adva-

ntages of the model proposed in [16], is highly improved in

the accuracy of saturation point prediction.

2.  The analytical model 

In what follows, we first outline the assumptions made in

the analysis. The model is discussed in the context of the

unidirectional torus for the sake of presentation. Only a few

simple modifications are required to adapt it for the

bidirectional case.

2.1. Assumptions

The model is based on the following assumptions, which

are widely used in the literature [1-4, 6-8, 11-14, 16].

a) The network is an n-D torus with radix k1 for dimension

1, k2 for dimension 2, and so on.

b) Nodes generate traffic independently of each other, and

follow a Poisson process, with a mean rate of g

messages/cycle. Furthermore, message destinations are

uniformly distributed across the network nodes.

c) Message length is fixed (M flits). Each flit is transmitted

in tc cycles from one router to the next.

d) Messages are transferred to the local PE through the

ejection channel once they arrive at their destination.

e) L virtual channels, (L 2), per physical channel are used.

For deadlock free routing, a restricted virtual channel alloc-

ation scheme, based on Duato’s methodology [9] in the 

context of deterministic routing, is enforced. In this scheme

the virtual channels of a given physical channel are split

into two sets: VC1 ={v3, v4, …,vL} and VC2 ={v1, v2}. A 

message at node address C=c1c2…cn and destined to node

D =d1d2…dn, can choose any of the L-2 virtual channels in

VC1 of dimension i, the next dimension to be traversed. If

all these virtual channels are busy, the message crosses v1

when ci<di; otherwise it crosses v2 [5]. Adopting the same

terminology as in [9], the virtual channels v1 and v2

represent “escape channels”. Since this algorithm is a

restricted form of Duato's methodology, it is deadlock free. 

2.2. Model description

A generated message in an n-dimensional torus traverses

m hops (where 1

0
1

n

i ikm

)1,...,1 0k

,(, 1 kkn

m
nnC

1 ) to reach its destination.

The destination node of an m-hop message can be any of

 nodes that are m hops away from

the source node, where  is the number of

different m-combinations of n distinguishable types of

items with each type i consisting of K

,1(, 21 kkn

m
nnC

),..., 02 k

i identical items. This

expression can be recursively calculated as: 
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The average number of dimensions that a message

traverses before reaching its destination is equal to:

)1()1()1(

1

110 nkkk

m mmPh

in which Pm is the probability of the length of the path of a

message being equal to m hops. In a unidirectional torus

with a uniform traffic pattern we have:

)1( 110
)1,...,1,1,( 021

n
kkkn

mm kkkCP nn

in which the numerator expression corresponds to the 

number of nodes at a distance of m from the source node 

and the denominator is the number of nodes of the network

other than the source node, i.e. potential destinations.

Considering that messages travel an average of h hops

before reaching their destination, the average rate at which

messages enter nodes of the network is equal to h times the

message generation rate. On the other hand, since with

unidirectional routing, the n output channels of each node

are equally utilized, the arrival rate of messages to any

network channel, denoted c, is equal to h g/n.

Average message latency is defined as the average

amount of time for a message to reach its destination node

and all its flits to be ejected out of the network. We consi-

der the average message latency to be a measure represent-

ative of the performance of the parallel processing system.

Computation of this parameter calls for the calculation of

three main factors. One is the effective network latency.

Another is the average degree of virtual channel multiple-

xing and the last factor is the average waiting time at the 

source node. The average network latency is defined as the

sum of the average message transfer time and average bloc-

king delay at different dimensions (excluding the effect of

multiplexing). The effective network delay is then compu-

ted by inflating the average network latency by the average
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virtual channel multiplexing degree. The naming of factors 

in the following description complies closely to that of [13].

When a message needs to traverse one of the hops of 

dimension di, 0  di  n-1, it is delayed an average amount

of time, W , before acquiring a virtual channel. A mess-

age is actually blocked only when all the virtual channels

of its current hop are busy. The probability of l virtual

channels of a hop in dimension d

id

i being busy is denoted

by . Considering the scheme used for virtual channel

allocation, the probability of a message being blocked at a

hop of dimension d

ld i
P ,

i (called the “blocking probability”) is 

given by [16]: LPPP LdLdB iii
/1,,

in which two cases are considered. The first expression,

, corresponds to the case where all the virtual channels

are busy and the second, to where all but v

Ldi
P ,

1 or v2 (the one

not corresponding to the direction of the message), are 

busy. If a message is blocked at a hop, the message is

delayed by as much time as it takes all the flits of a 

blocking message to finish traversing that hop. If none of

the messages occupying the virtual channels terminate after 

traversing that hop, the blocked message will additionally

be delayed by the average waiting time encountered by a

blocking message in the rest of its path to its destination.

Let  be the probability that a message will terminate

after traversing a hop in dimension d
idtP ,

i. Since messages

traverse an average of ki/2 hops in dimension di, the proba-

bility of a message terminating after traversing a specific

hop of dimension di is equal to . Therefore, the

probability of a message being blocked at a hop of dime-

nsion d

)2(, idt kP
i

i and none of the blocking messages terminating

after traversing that hop, can be denoted as: 

L

P

k

P
P

k

P
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in which three cases are considered, each corresponding to 

one of the products. Enumerated from left to right, the first

product corresponds to the case when L virtual channels are

busy, but the message allocating one of them (v1 or v2, such

that it can not be traversed by the blocked message) does

terminate in the following node. The second and third cases 

correspond respectively to when L and L-1 virtual channels

are busy and none of the messages allocating these virtual

channels terminate in the following node. 

idW , the average waiting time of a blocked message to

acquire a virtual channel at a hop of dimension di, when it 

considered that no other message is blocked at that hop,

can be obtained as the product of the aggregate of the

average waiting time of blocking messages in each of the

dimensions of the remainder of their paths, and the

conditional probability that none of the blocking messages

terminate after traversing the channel, given that the

channel is already known to be blocked (resulting in

), plus the length of a message times the channel

cycle time, t
ii Bd PP /

c (to account for the time it takes for the flits of 

a message to be transmitted over a single channel). This is 

expressed in the following equation:

s

c

n

dd

k

s

dsdd

B

d

d MtPW
P

P
W

ij

jd

jij

i

i

i

1
1

1

|,

in which is the probability of a message traversing 

hops of dimension d

ji dsdP |,

di

j given that it has already traversed a

hop in dimension di. W  is the average blocking time at a 

hop of dimension d
id

di
NW
~ˆ

i when it is considered that other

messages may be blocked at the same hop. If freed virtual

channels are granted to waiting messages on a first-come-

first-serve basis (which is usually the case), W can be

calculated as W , in which,

id

waiting,waitingdi , di
N
~

 is the

average number of waiting messages at a hop of

dimension di. Therefore, the meaning of this is that, the

actual average blocking time at a channel of dimension di is 

equal to the average waiting time of a blocked message to 

acquire a virtual channel at that hop when considering that 

no other message is blocked at that hop, times the average

number of blocked messages at the channel.

The network latency of a message is defined as the time

it takes all the flits of a message to cross the network, reach 

the destination node, and be ejected through the ejection 

channel. The average network latency of messages that

traverse their first hop in dimension di, excluding the

blocking delay of the first hop, denoted , is defined as

the sum of the average blocking delay that messages face at

the other hops of d

idD

i and dimensions higher than di

(calculated as a weighted average of the waiting time in 

higher dimensions), the transfer time of all the flits of a 

message over a channel (Mtc) and the waiting time at the

ejection channel (Wejection). Expressed mathematically:

ejectionc

n

dd

k

s

dsddd WMtPWD
ij

jd

firstijji

1
1

1

|,

where  is the probability of a message traversing

at least s hops in dimension d

firstij dsdP |,

j given that it has traversed its

first hop in dimension di.

The probability of a message reaching its destination aft-

er using one of the hops of dimension di, on the presumpti-

n that it does take a hop in that dimension, is expressed as:o

1
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in which k
i

i

d

i id k
0

1
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The numerator is the probability of a message traversing

a hop in dimension di, but not traversing any hops in dime-

nsions higher than di, and the denominator corresponds to

the probability of a message traversing a hop of dimension

di (in the first place).

In as similar manner, the probability of a message

traversing at least s hops in dimension dj, with the

presumption that it has traversed its first hop in dimension

di (where dj > di) is given by

1

0
1,1,...1,1

1

11,1,...1,1

1

1

0
1,1,...1,1

1

11,...,1,,1,1

1

|,
11
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idn
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m
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m
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sm

kskkdn

m
sm

dsd

C

C
P

C

C
P

P

When a message is to traverse a hop in dimension di, it

may have already traversed m hops (where

). The number of different paths that such a

message may have taken to reach this specific hop is

therefore equal to 

10
idkm

1,1,...11,1
01 ddidi kkkd

m

d

C , i.e. the number

of different m-combinations of di +1 distinguishable types

of items with each type j, for 0  j  di-1, consisting of kj-1

identical items and type di consisting of k -1-1 items. But

the total number of paths that an m+1 hop message may

take is equal to

i

1,1,...1,

1
011 ddn kkkn

mC , i.e. the number of 

different m-combinations of di +1 distinguishable types of 

items with each type j consisting of kj-1 identical items.

The probability that the last hop to be traversed by an m+1

hop message is in dimension di, is equal to the first

combination divided by the second. Therefore, the

probability of a message traversing its last hop in 

dimension di can be determined as a weighted average,

In this equation, the numerator is the probability of a 

message taking its first hop in dimension di and traversing

at least a number of S hops in dimension dj. The

denominator is the probability of a message taking its first 

hop in dimension di (the presumption)

The service time of a channel is defined as the time it

takes for all the flits of a message to be transmitted over the

channel. The value of 
,id jP  can be determined following

the same approach taken in [16], using a Markovian model

of the allocation of virtual channels. The Markovian model

results in the following steady state probability (derivation

explained in [16]), in which the service time of a channel

has been approximated as the network latency of that

channel:1
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Following the same approach, a message that is to

traverse a hop in dimension di may use any of the
1,1,...11,,1,1

01 ddidnd kkkkn

mC  different paths to reach this

hop. Hence, the probability that a message traverses a hop

in dimension di can also be determined as a weighted

average such as

The average number of waiting messages at a hop in

dimension di can also be determined in a similar manner.

First the probability of there being j messages waiting for a 

hop in di is calculated (according to the Markovian model

mentioned above) as 

, ,
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C
P . where (2di -1)L is the maximum number of messages that

may be waiting to acquire a hop in dimension di.

Verification of this fact is straightforward when it is

established that only messages entering a node from

dimension di or lower dimensions, may need to acquire a

virtual channel of a hop in that dimension.

The later weighted average divided by the former will 

obviously result in . In as similar manner, the proba-

bility of a message traversing at least s hops of dimension

d

idtP ,

i, with the presumption that it has traversed at least one

hop in dimension di (where dj>di),  is given by:

1
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waitingdi
N ,

~
 can now be calculated as the weighted

average of the number of waiting messages (the average

number of messages that need to traverse a hop in di) as: 
Ld

Lj

waitingjdwaitingd

i

ii
PjN

)12(

,,, .
~

In the steady state, the rate of messages that exit the

network through ejection channels is equal to the injection

rate of messages, which is equal to the generation rate g.

Utilization of the ejection channel (in each node) is

therefore equal to M g. Given that messages are of fixed

length, there is no variance in service time. Using an

M/G/1 queueing   model ( as  explained  in [16]),   we  can

In this equation, the numerator is the probability of a 

message traversing at least one hop in dimension di and at

least s hops in dimension dj, and the denominator is the

probability of a message traversing at least one hop in

dimension di (as the presumption).
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3.  Validation of the model calculate the waiting time at an ejection channel as: 

)1(2/2
ggejection MMW

The probability that a message uses a hop in dimension

di as its first rout can be calculated as a weighted average:
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Since this probability is dependent on di, a weighted ave-

rage is more appropriate to determine the average total net-

work latency of messages, denoted S

idD

. Thus, considering

that the total network latency of messages that take their

first hop in dimension di is equal to ( :)
idW
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The analytical model has been validated through a

discrete-event simulator that mimics the behaviour of the 

described routing algorithms in the network at the flit level. 

In each simulation experiment, a minimum of 120000 

messages are delivered. Statistics gathering was inhibited

for the first 10000 messages to avoid distortions due to the

initial startup conditions. The simulator uses the same assu-

mptions as the analysis, and some of these assumptions are

detailed here with a view to making the network operation

clearer. The network cycle time is defined as the transmits-

ion time of a single flit from one router to the next. Messa-

ges are generated at each node according to a Poisson 

process with a mean inter-arrival rate of g messages/cycle.

Message length is fixed at M flits. Destination nodes are 

determined using a uniform random number generator. The

mean message latency is defined as the mean amount of

time from the generation of a message until the last data flit

reaches the local PE at the destination node. The other

measures include the mean network latency, the time taken 

to cross the network, and the mean queuing time at the

source node, the time spent at the local queue before

entering the first network channel.

In virtual channel flow control, multiple virtual channels

share the bandwidth of a physical channel. Hence, the

average service time of a message should be inflated by the 

amount of multiplexing that takes place across the different

dimensions in order to obtain the effective average service

time. The average degree of virtual channel multiplexing at

dimension di is given by [16]:
Numerous validation experiments have been performed

for several combinations of network sizes, message leng-

ths, and number of virtual channels to validate the model.

However, for the sake of specific illustration, Fig. 1 depicts

latency results predicted by the model plotted against those

provided by the simulator for a 16x16 torus (N=256 nodes)

and 8x8x8 torus (N=512), for different message lengths,

M=32, 64 and 100 flits. Moreover, the number of virtual

channels per physical channel was set to L=3, and 5. The 

horizontal axis in the figures represents the traffic rate at

which a node injects messages into the network in a cycle. 

The vertical axis shows the mean message latency in

crossing from source to destination, including waiting time

at source and destination. The figure reveals that the model

predicts the mean message latency with a good degree of

accuracy when the network operates in the steady-state

regions.

L
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ldd iii
lPPll
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,
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Therefore, the average degree of multiplexing in the

network becomes
1

0110

1 n

d

dd

n i

ii
lk

kkk
l

Hence, as explained before, the effective average network

delay is equal to lS .

A message originating from a given source node sees a

network latency of S . Modeling the local queue in the

source node as an M/G/1 queue, with the mean arrival rate

of g/L and a service time of S with an approximated

variance of ( MS )2, yields the mean waiting time seen by

a message at the source node as

))/(1(2

)/)(1()/( 222

SL

SMSSL
W

g

g

s

Figure 2 shows the accuracy of the proposed model

(compared to the one given in [16]), for a 16x16 torus, L=5

and M=32. It is observed that the saturation point of the

model presented here is closer to the saturation point of the

simulation results. For the sake of brevity, only one scena-

rio has been shown. However, in all considered cases, the

model proposed here has been observed to predict the aver-

age message latency in the network with a higher degree of

accuracy compared to the one proposed in [16].

Finally, the average message latency of the network, T ,

is obtained as the summation of the effective average

network delay ),lS(  the average waiting time at the source

node )( sW , and the average time for the last flit of a 

message to reach its destination )lh( , i.e. .lhWlST s

The complexity of the model reduces considerably for k-

ary n-cube networks (a torus with k0=k1=…=k2), and for

the hypercube (a k-ary n-cube with k=2) the model reduces

even more and becomes similar to the model presented in

[13].  Derivation of the model for these two cases has been

presented in [18].

4. Conclusions 

Analytical models of torus-based networks with determi-

neistic routing have widely been reported in the literature.
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Figure 1. Average message latency predicted by the model

against simulation results for L=3 and 5 virtual channels, and 

M=32, 64 and 100 flits in two different networks.
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Figure 2. Comparing of prediction accuracy between the

proposed model here and the one in [16] for a 16X16 torus

with L=5 virtual channels and M=32 flits. 

However, most of these models have not considered the

effect of arbitrary numbers of virtual channels on network

performance and those that have, are of frail accuracy near

the saturation point. This paper has proposed a new combi-

natorial model that captures the effect of virtual channel

multiplexing on message latency in n-D torus interconne-

ction networks. The model is based on assumptions widely

used in similar studies. Simulation experiments have 

revealed that the model predicts message latency with a 

reasonably high degree of accuracy compared to the most-

recently proposed model in [16] having similar capabilities.
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